Abstract
Introduction

38
Visual information informs us of how our bodies move with respect to objects in our 39 environment, and enables us to modify our walking pattern accordingly. Optic flow, which 40 involves radial expansion of the visual scene (Gibson, 1950) , is naturally generated as we move 41 through our environment and contributes to our perception of self-motion (Perrone and Stone, 42 1994) , helps us navigate towards targets in the environment (Warren W.H. et al., 2001; Sarre et 43 al., 2008; Chou et al., 2009; Berard et al., 2011) , and helps us to avoid obstacles (Sun et al., 44 1992) . These studies highlight the fact that visual information is naturally used to modify our 45 walking pattern, and represent a potential sensory pathway that could be targeted to selectively 46 elicit changes in locomotor coordination. 47
Although optic flow is most commonly generated during translation with respect to the 48 environment, artificial generation of optic flow can have a significant impact on the perception 49 of self-motion, and lead to changes in the spatiotemporal aspects of gait. For example, through 50 use of a front-to-rear moving stimulus of horizontal stripes, artificial optic flow can be used to 51 directly trigger locomotion in lobsters, crayfish, and blowflies (Davis and Ayers, 1972) . In 52 humans, if optic flow is simulated by projecting a radially expanding scene on a display while 53 subjects walk on a treadmill, the subjects perceive that they are translating through space, even if 54 they hold on to a handrail providing a clear ground-reference (Lackner and DiZio, 1993) . 55
Furthermore, if the speed of optic flow is increased (decreased) relative to their actual walking 56 speed, they will decelerate (accelerate) to try and drive the visually perceived speed toward the 57 actual walking speed (Konczak, 1994; Prokop et al., 1997) . Interestingly, these changes are 58 preferentially driven by changes in stride length, not cadence (Prokop et al., 1997) .
Since discrepancies between optic flow speed and actual walking speed preferentially affect 60 stride length, it may be possible to use optic flow to generate targeted changes in step length on a 61 step-to-step basis. A potential application for this approach is the modification of step length 62 asymmetries in hemiparetic individuals who often walk with steps of unequal length (Hsu et al., 63 2003; Chen et al., 2005; Balasubramanian et al., 2007) . These individuals would perceive a 64 pattern of optic flow that varies in speed from step-to-step if there are asymmetries in step 65
velocity. This would occur in individuals whose asymmetries in step length and step time oppose 66 one another (Roerdink et al., 2007) , or if the quotient of step length and step time (step velocity) 67 varies between the paretic and non-paretic limbs. Thus, if the visuomotor effects of optic flow 68 are generated within a step cycle, it may be possible to modify asymmetry by introducing 69 patterns of optic flow that vary in speed at each foot strike. 70
Here, we introduced optic flow while healthy individuals adapted to walking on a split-belt 71 treadmill to determine if step-to-step changes in the speed of optic flow could be used to modify 72 step length symmetry. We assumed that the effects of optic flow would depend on the 73 congruency between the speed of optic flow and the speed of the belt under the stance leg. 74 Therefore, we introduced two different polarities of optic flow. In our Stance Congruent group, 75 optic flow speed was matched to the speed of the belt under the stance leg. In our Stance 76 Incongruent group, optic flow speed was matched to the speed of the belt opposite the stance 77 limb. We hypothesized that these types of optic flow would have opposing effects on symmetry 78 with the Stance Congruent flow speeding adaptation and the Stance Incongruent flow slowing 79 adaptation. To our surprise, our results showed the opposite. These findings extend our 80 understanding of how visual information is used in the context of locomotor adaptation, and may 81 have implications for the use of virtual reality environments during locomotor rehabilitation for 82 individuals with gait asymmetries. 83
Methods
85
Ethical Approval 86
Fifty-seven individuals participated in this study (27M, 24±4 years old). The experimental 87 protocol was approved by the Johns Hopkins Medicine Institutional Review Board and 88 conformed to the standards set by the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants provided written 89 informed consent before testing. 90
Primary Experiment 91
We explored the effects of asymmetric optic flow patterns on the acquisition of a 92 symmetric gait pattern during adaptation to walking on a split-belt treadmill. Participants adapted 93 their walking pattern on a custom split-belt treadmill (Woodway USA, Waukesha, WI) capable 94 of moving each leg at different speeds. Participants held on to a handrail in front of the treadmill 95 during all phases of the experiment to prevent them from drifting backward and to better 96 represent the conditions used when stroke survivors train on a split-belt treadmill. Though this 97 provides participants with a ground reference, they perceived that both they and the handrail 98 moved through space, similar to the illusion that has been reported during walking on a circular 99 treadmill (Lackner and DiZio, 1993) . All participants began the experiment with four baseline 100 walking trials. The first trial involved walking at 1 m/s with both belts moving at the same speed. 101
This was followed by a brief (15 second) exposure to walking with the fast and slow belts 102 moving at 1.5 m/s and 0.5 m/s respectively. This brief exposure served to minimize any potentialstartle effects that may be present during the early portion of the adaptation period. The initial 104 exposure was followed by a one minute washout period with the belts moving at the same 105 speeds. Each of these initial periods was conducted in the dark. Participants then walked for two 106 minutes with both belts moving at 1.0 m/s while watching either a static visual scene (n = 12) or 107 a scene that moved toward the participant at 1.0 m/s (n = 45). This portion of the experiment 108 served to acclimate the participants to the type of visual stimulus they would receive during the 109 subsequent adaptation period (i.e. the correspondence between flow speed and belt speed). pyramids uniformly distributed over a black background and its displacement was controlled 120 using the Vizard VR Toolkit (WorldViz, Santa Barbara, CA). We chose to use this type of scene 121 because these high-contrast visual stimuli are known to be effective at driving locomotor and 122 postural response (Prokop et al., 1997; Oie et al., 2002; Logan et al., 2010) . The scene was 123 displayed on a large monitor (1.25 m by 0.69 m) placed at eye level 0.71 m in front of the 124 treadmill. Participants wore custom goggles that obscured their peripheral vision such that their 125 view was restricted to the visual display. They were also instructed to look straight ahead at the 126 center of the screen for the entire study. The experimenter watched the participants throughout 127 the study, and if any overt head movements were noticed, the participants would be reminded to 128 focus on the center of the screen. For the Static condition (n = 12, 5M, 25±6), the pyramids were 129 distributed throughout the virtual space and their position remained constant (i.e. no 130 displacement) while the participants walked. For each of the asymmetric optic flow conditions, 131 the speed of the visual scene changed instantaneously at each foot-strike. The time of each foot-132 strike was determined based on vertical force signals from load cells underneath each belt. A thin 133 board was placed between the belts to prevent participants from crossing over onto the opposite 134 belt. For the Stance Congruent condition (n = 12, 6M, 25±3), the scene moved toward the 135 participants at 1.5 m/s at foot-strike on the fast belt and 0.5 m/s at foot-strike on the slow belt. 136
The opposite was true for the Stance Incongruent condition (n = 12, 6M, 24±4). The scene 137 moved at 0.5 m/s at foot-strike on the fast belt and 1.5 m/s at foot-strike on the slow belt. We 138 used opposing patterns of optic flow to determine if there were polarity-specific effects of 139 asymmetric optic flow on split-belt treadmill adaptation. 140
Secondary Experiments 141
In addition to the primary experiment, we also tested the hypothesis that asymmetric 142 optic flow, in the absence of a discrepancy in belt speeds, could induce asymmetry. This Vision 143
Only group (n = 7, 2M, 25±4) followed the same protocol as the Stance Incongruent group, but 144 walked with both belts moving at 1.0 m/s during the adaptation period. This group allowed us to 145 determine if the effects of optic flow on symmetry during split-belt adaptation were additive or if 146 the effects relied on a non-linear interaction between asymmetries in optic flow and belt speeds.
Finally, we investigated whether we could modify the unlearning process by providing 148 optic flow during the post-adaptation period. We tested the Stance Inconruent flow only based on 149 our findings in the prior experiments (i.e. it was most effective at speeding adaptation). As such, 150 we thought that it might affect unlearning by reinforcing the coordination pattern ( Kinematic data were acquired with a digital camera system (Optotrak Certus, Northern 161 Digital Inc., Waterloo, ON) at 100 Hz. Infrared-emitting markers were placed on the following 162 anatomical landmarks bilaterally ( Figure 2A ): the acromion process (shoulder), iliac crest 163 (pelvis), greater trochanter (hip), lateral femoral epicondyle (knee), lateral malleolus (ankle), and 164 fifth metatarsal (toe). Foot-strike and lift-off were estimated by the peak anterior and posterior 165 positions of the toe marker on each limb as described previously (Zeni et al., 2008) . 166
Data Analysis 167
We calculated kinematic parameters associated with locomotor adaptation using the 168 recorded marker positions.
Step length symmetry was used as a primary measure of adaptation as 169 it has been shown to adapt robustly across multiple speed ratios (Reisman et al., 2005 (Reisman et al., , 2007 between the step lengths of each limb (Equation 1). 172
(1) 173
Step length (SL) was defined as the anterior-posterior distance between the markers on the lateral 174 malleolus of each leg at foot-strike. Fast step length was measured at foot-strike of the limb on 175 the fast belt and slow step length was measured at foot-strike of the slow limb. Positive values 176 for step length symmetry indicate a larger fast step and the converse holds for negative values. A 177 step length symmetry value of zero indicates that the fast and slow steps are of equal length and 178 therefore represents symmetry. The average step symmetry during the last five strides of the first 179 baseline walking period was subtracted from all subsequent measures of step symmetry. . 180
Step length symmetry can be modified by making changes to either spatial or temporal 181 aspects of the walking pattern (Figure 2 ). The spatial change in the axis about which each limb 182 oscillates was quantified as the center of oscillation difference (Malone and Bastian, 2010) . 
Results
210
The two types of optic flow presented to our participants had opposing effects on the rate of 211 learning ( Figure 3A) . Over the course of adaptation, all groups adapted to have steps of equallength, but the number of steps taken before participants reached symmetry varied between the 213 groups. Contrary to our hypothesis, the Stance Incongruent group who received optic flow that 214
was not matched to the speed of the stance leg adapted most rapidly. Results from our ANOVA 215 ( Figure 3B ) revealed a significant effect of group on the number of strides to reach plateau (F (2,33) 216 = 6.57, p < 0.01). Specifically, the Stance Incongruent group required fewer strides to reach 217 plateau than the Stance Congruent group (Incongruent: 126±28, Congruent: 282±24, p = 0.003). 218
There was also a tendency for the Stance Incongruent group to adapt more quickly than the Static 219 group; however this difference did not reach statistical significance (Incongruent: 126±28, Static: 220
The differences in adaptation rates were not due to differences in the initial perturbation or Although differences in the rate of adaptation could be preferentially driven by changes in 230 the length of the fast or slow step, our data suggest that optic flow primarily drives changes in 231 the fast step. Since the initial perturbation results in a larger step on the slow belt, one could 232 reduce asymmetry be either increasing the length of the fast step or reducing the length of the 233 slow step. We found that both of these strategies were used to different extents ( Figure 3C & 234 3E). During early adaptation, the fast step length decreased by approximately 20cm for eachgroup. As adaptation progressed, the fast step length approached baseline values for each group, 236 but the time course of this change varied between groups ( Figure 3D ). We found a significant 237 effect of group on the number of strides until the fast step length plateaued (F (2,33) Stance Incongruent: 77 ± 56, p = 0.04). In contrast to the changes in the rate of adaptation of thecenter of oscillation, no differences were observed in the rate at which interlimb phasing was 259 adapted (Figure 4C & D) . These results indicate that the effects of optic flow on adaptation are 260 isolated to spatial changes in the walking pattern and not changes in timing. 261
Effects of Asymmetric Optic Flow on Symmetry in the Absence of a Perturbation 262
We found that asymmetric optic flow had only marginal effects on step symmetry in the absence 263 of an asymmetric treadmill perturbation ( Figure 5 ). Here, participants walked with the belts 264 moving at equal speeds while watching the same optic flow stimulus as the Stance Incongruent 265 group-i.e., at foot-strike of the right limb, they received optic flow at a speed of 0.5 m/s, and at 266 foot-strike of the left limb, they received optic flow at a speed of 1.5 m/s.
Step symmetry was 267 assessed as the normalized difference between the right and left step lengths to maintain the 268 same convention as the groups who adapted with the belts moving at different speeds. During 269 early adaptation, 6 of 7 participants had a small, positive asymmetry (average: 0.02±0.01) which 270 indicates that asymmetric optic flow alone can have modest effects on symmetry. However, this 271 asymmetry was not found to be statistically different from zero (single sample t-test, p = 0.11). 272
Step symmetry was also found to be no different from zero during late adaptation (p = 0.29), 273 early post-adaptation (p = 0.38), or late post-adaptation (p = 0.91). This demonstrates that optic 274 flow alone has only marginal and transient effects on step symmetry, and leaves no lingering 275 effects when the visual stimulus is removed. 276
No Differences Observed in the Rate of Washout during Post-Adaptation 277
Despite differences in the rate of adaptation, all groups washed out their learning at similar 278 rates ( Figure 6A ). In addition to the groups from the primary experiment, we included two 279 groups in a secondary experiment to test whether adding optic flow during the post-adaptation 280 period could modify unlearning. The Incongruent Post group received the Stance Incongruent 281 visual stimulus during adaptation and post-adaptation while the Incongrent Post Only group 282 adapted in the dark and was then exposed the same visual stimulus as the Incongruent Post group 283 during post-adaptation. We found that neither maintaining optic flow from adaptation to post-284 adaptation nor introduction of Incongruent optic flow during post-adaptation had an effect on the 285 rate of unlearning. There were no differences in the number of strides taken until each group 286 reached their plateaus ( Figure 6B , F (4,45) = 1.38, p = 0.46). There were also no significant 287 differences in the size of the after-effect (F (4,45) = 0.73, p = 0.58) or the final symmetry value 288 (F (4,45) = 0.56, p = 0.70) across groups. Therefore, although optic flow could be used to modify 289 adaptation, we were unable to leverage visual information to change de-adaptation. 290
Discussion
291
The goal of this study was to determine if asymmetric patterns of optic flow could be used to 292 enhance the acquisition of a symmetric walking pattern during split-belt treadmill adaptation. 293
Contrary to our expectations, we found that providing optic flow that was incongruent with 294 speed of the stance belt reduced the time required to learn a symmetric walking pattern relative 295 to congruent optic flow. This shows that neural pathways responsible for using optic flow to 296 modify the walking pattern are capable of modifying interlimb asymmetry. This leads to the 297 interesting possibility that optic flow could be combined with locomotor training to help alleviate 298 asymmetry in clinical populations with asymmetric gaits. 299 There are at least two possible explanations for how Stance Incongruent optic flow could 300 speed the adaptation process. First, it is possible that individuals used optic flow in a predictive 301 manner to help determine when and where to place their feet. When walking on a treadmill, step 302 length and cadence can be selected based on a combination of past experience and current 303 sensory information. Past experience allows for rapid selection of an appropriate gait pattern, and 304 is most useful when walking in contexts that one has been exposed to previously. For example, 305 when individuals are exposed to changes in speed on a standard treadmill, most of the transient 306 change in step frequency requires only a few seconds (Snaterse et al., 2011) . This rapid 307 switching likely occurs because individuals can use sensory information from both legs to 308 estimate speed and select step lengths. However, when individuals are exposed to walking on a 309 split-belt treadmill, their past treadmill experience may not be as helpful for selecting an 310 appropriate gait pattern, and they must therefore rely on available sensory information. In the 311 absence of optic flow, this sensory information comes primarily from the mechanical interaction 312 between each foot and its respective belt. During early learning, it is possible that the nervous 313 system initially relies on an assumption of symmetry based on prior experience on treadmills, 314 and therefore uses the sensory state of the stance leg to inform the upcoming placement of the 315 swing leg. Providing optic flow that is incongruent with the stance leg, but congruent with the 316 upcoming speed for the swing leg may improve the ability to predict where the next foot strike 317 should occur, and speed adaptation. Conversely, Stance Congruent optic flow may slow learning 318 by reinforcing the incorrect assumption that the sensory state of the stance leg can be used to set 319 the location of the subsequent swing leg foot strike. 320
The influence of optic flow on symmetry could also be tied to the congruency between the 321 speed of flow and the speed of the swing leg, particularly since the swing leg is unconstrained 322 and free to make adjustments for the next step. Consistent with this idea, single cell recordings in 323 area 5 of the posterior parietal cortex have identified populations of neurons that fire 324 immediately prior to and during the swing phase when gait modifications were visually triggered 325 by a looming obstacle (Andujar et al., 2010) . This suggests that gait modifications are most 326 sensitive to visual information that it is presented during pre-swing and the swing phase, similar 327 to how the visual stimulus was presented in the current study. Given this perspective, our Stance 328 Incongruent stimulus might be considered Swing Congruent, while our Stance Congruent 329 stimulus would be Swing Incongruent. 330
An alternative explanation is that subjects change their step length to resolve the discrepancy 331 between the velocity of the virtual environment and walking speed on a step-to-step basis. If the 332 speed of optic flow is controlled to be slower than actual walking speed, individuals will take 333 larger steps and walk more quickly (Prokop et al., 1997) . This behavior is thought to result from 334 a strategy that attempts to drive the speed of optic flow toward actual walking speed. If this same 335 behavior is used during split-belt adaptation, it would result in subjects taking longer steps when 336 optic flow is slower than the speed of belt under the stance leg and shorter steps when flow is 337 faster than would be expected. This is precisely what occurred during early adaptation in our 338
Stance Incongruent group and could explain why participants in this group adapted more rapidly. 339
Though this strategy may explain our observations during split-belt walking, it would also 340 predict that asymmetries in optic flow would modify the walking pattern when both treadmill 341 belts move at the same speed; however this was not what we observed. Interestingly, we found 342 that optic flow most strongly modulated changes in learning rate for the fast step with negligible 343 changes in the slow step. This may be explained by the observation that the fast step undergoes 344 the largest change in length during adaptation and therefore presents a wider dynamic range 345 within which optic flow can modify step length. This explanation is also thought to explain why 346 non-invasive cerebellar stimulation only affects the rate of split-belt adaptation when stimulation 347 is centered over the portion of the cerebellum ipsilateral to the fast leg (Jayaram et al., 2012) .the rate of unlearning was unaffected by optic flow regardless of whether flow was presented 372 during adaptation, post-adaptation, or both. Each of these results suggests that if the sensory 373 information provided by the treadmill is symmetric, then it may result in a down-weighting of 374 visual input. If true, then the observed changes in asymmetry in the Incongruent group may have 375 been mediated by circuits that resolve discordant somatosensory information through integration 376 of sensory input from other modalities such as vision. The vestibular nuclei are one possible 377 locus for this multimodal sensory processing and they also project to motor areas involved in 378 locomotion (Waespe and Henn, 1977a , 1977b , 1979 Boyle et al., 1985) . 379
Clinical implications 380
The addition of optic flow to split-belt treadmill training could serve multiple purposes in 381 the context of rehabilitation. For example, the addition of optic flow within a rich virtual 382 environment may better engage patients during rehabilitation and reduce boredom during 383 training. Optic flow may also help facilitate the transfer of learning on the treadmill to over-384 ground walking by providing visual cues during learning that are consistent with the type of 385 optic flow received during over-ground gait. Device-based training often leads to limited transfer 386 of learned motor patterns to movements outside of the device (Cothros et al., 2006; Kluzik et al., 387 2008; Reisman et al., 2009) , and this may result from contextual differences between movements 388 performed on and off the device. In support of this possibility, it was recently demonstrated that 389 transfer of split-belt adaptation to over-ground walking is enhanced when the visual context 390 between treadmill and over-ground walking is matched by having participants close their eyes in 391 both conditions (Torres-Oviedo and Bastian, 2010) . What remains to be determined is how optic 392 flow is processed in patient populations and how this processing impacts the effectiveness of 393 artificial optic flow in mediating improvements in gait asymmetry. 394 
